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A common point of reference is needed to
describe the three-dimensional arrangements of
bases and base-pairs in nucleic acid structures. The
different standards used in computer programs
created for this purpose give rise to con¯icting
interpretations of the same structure.1 For example,
parts of a structure that appear ``normal'' accord-
ing to one computational scheme may be highly
unusual according to another and vice versa. It is
thus dif®cult to carry out comprehensive compari-
sons of nucleic acid structures and to pinpoint
unique conformational features in individual struc-
tures. In order to resolve these issues, a group of
researchers who create and use the different soft-
ware packages have proposed the standard base
reference frames outlined below for nucleic acid
conformational analysis. The de®nitions build
upon qualitative guidelines established previously
to specify the arrangements of bases and base-pairs
in DNA and RNA structures.2 Base coordinates are
derived from a survey of high-resolution crystal
structures of nucleic acid analogs stored in the
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).3 The coor-
dinate frames are chosen so that complementary
bases form an ideal, planar Watson-Crick base-pair
in the undistorted reference state with hydrogen
bond donor-acceptor distances, C1 0 � � �C10 virtual
lengths, and purine N9-C10 � � �C10 and pyrimidine
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N1-C10 � � �C10 virtual angles consistent with values
observed in the crystal structures of relevant small
molecules. Conformational analyses performed in
this reference frame lead to interpretations of local
helical structure that are essentially independent of
computational scheme. A compilation of base-pair
parameters from representative A-DNA, B-DNA,
and protein-bound DNA structures from the
Nucleic Acid Database (NDB)4 provides useful
guidelines for understanding other nucleic acid
structures.

Base coordinates

Models of the ®ve common bases (A, C, G, T
and U) were generated from searches of the crystal
structures of small molecular mass analogs, e.g.
free bases, nucleosides and nucleotides, in the most
recent version of the CSD.3 The internal geometries
and associated uncertainties in this data set closely
match numerical values reported in the recent sur-
vey of nucleic acid base analogs by Clowney et al.5

Because the minor changes in chemical structure
have essentially no effect on either the ideal base-
pair frame or the computed rigid-body parameters,
the Clowney et al. bases are retained as standards.

Coordinate frame

The right-handed coordinate frame attached to
each base (Figure 1) follows established qualitative
guidelines.2 The x-axis points in the direction of
the major groove along what would be the
pseudo-dyad axis of an ideal Watson-Crick base-
pair, i.e. the perpendicular bisector of the C10 � � �C10
vector spanning the base-pair. The y-axis runs
# 2001 Academic Press



Figure 1. Illustration of idealized base-pair par-
ameters, dC10 � � �C10 and l, used respectively to displace
and pivot complementary bases in the optimization of
the standard reference frame for right-handed A and B-
DNA, with the origin at * and the x- and y-axes point-
ing in the designated directions.
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along the long axis of the idealized base-pair in the
direction of the sequence strand, parallel with the
C10 � � �C10 vector, and displaced so as to pass
through the intersection on the (pseudo-dyad)
x-axis of the vector connecting the pyrimidine
Y(C6) and purine R(C8) atoms. The z-axis is
de®ned by the right-handed rule, i.e. z � x � y. For
right-handed A and B-DNA, the z-axis accordingly
points along the 50 to 30 direction of the sequence
strand.

The location of the origin depends upon the
width of the idealized base-pair, i.e. the C10 � � �C10
spacing, dC10 � � �C10, and the pivoting of complemen-
tary bases, l, in the base-pair plane (see Figure 1).
The coordinates of the C10 atoms establish the
pseudo-dyad axis, i.e. the line in the base-pair
plane where y � 0. The rotations of each base
about a normal axis passing through the C10 glyco-
syl atoms determine the Y(C6) and R(C8) positions
used to de®ne the line where x � 0.

Optimization

The atomic coordinates in Table 1 are expressed
in the base-pair reference frames that optimize
hydrogen-bond donor-acceptor distances, dHB, and
base ``pivot'' angles, lY and lR, against corre-
sponding standards (d0 � 3.0 AÊ and l0 � 54.5 �).
The departures from ideality are measured by the
sum of the absolute values of the relative devi-
ations:���� lY ÿ l0

l0

����� ���� lR ÿ l0

l0

����� X
fH-bondsg

���� dHB ÿ d0

d0

����
where the last term runs over two (T �A) or three
(C �G) hydrogen bonds. (Optimization in terms of
the sum of the squares of the relative deviations of
the gY, gR, and dHB yields similar results.)

Virtual distances and angles characterizing the
optimized con®gurations are detailed in Table 2.
The minor changes in chemical bonding between T
versus C and A versus G in combination with the
constraints of two or three hydrogen bonds, give
rise to slightly different standard orientations of
T �A and C �G base-pairs (compare dC10 � � �C10, lY,
and lR values in Table 2). Notably, the hydrogen
bonds closer to the minor groove edges of all base-
pairs are shorter than those nearer the major
groove edges, as is observed in high-resolution
structures of Watson-Crick base-pair co-crystal
complexes.6,7 The hydrogen bonds are slightly
shorter, on average, in the small molecule analogs,
which are in turn distorted to a small degree from
the perfectly planar base-pair geometry assumed
here (see Wilson8 and Table 2 for numerical
values).

Minor changes in the imposed con®gurational
constraints have almost no in¯uence on the pre-
ferred base-pair arrangements, e.g. the increase of
l0 from 54.5 � to 55.5 � shortens dC10 � � �C10 by less
than 0.1 AÊ and perturbs hydrogen bond lengths
by less than 0.05 AÊ . The assignment of different
rest states for N � � �H-N versus O � � �H-N hydrogen
bonds consistent with the hydrogen bonding
observed in the crystal structures of small
organic compounds,9 ± 11 e.g. dN � � �H-N � 3.0 AÊ and
dO � � �H-N � 2.9 AÊ , fails to reproduce the trends in
hydrogen bond lengths noted above. These differ-
ences in standard con®gurations also have a slight
effect on derived complementary base-pair
parameters in representative oligonucleotide
structures, but virtually no effect on base-pair step
parameters.

Computational independence

Local complementary base-pair and dimer step
parameters computed with respect to the standard
reference frames are nearly independent of analyti-
cal treatment (Figure 2). The only signi®cant dis-
crepancies in derived values, illustrated here for
the DNA complexed with the TATA box-binding
protein (TBP),12 involve the Rise at highly kinked
base-pair steps, which, as noted previously,1

re¯ects an inconsistency in de®nition. The small
differences in Slide, Tilt, and Twist in this example
stem from minor differences in de®nition and in
the choice of ``middle frame.''

Base-pair geometry in high-resolution A-DNA
and B-DNA crystal structures similarly shows lim-
ited dependence on computational methodology.
The average values and dispersion of individual
parameters in Table 3 are representative of numeri-
cal values obtained with the algorithms used in
many nucleic acid analysis programs. A complete
listing of local A and B-DNA parameters,
expressed in terms of the standard reference frame
and computed within 3DNA (X.-J. Lu &
W.K. Olson, unpublished results) using the math-
ematical de®nitions of several different programs,
CEHS/SCHNAaP,13,14 CompDNA,15,16 Curves17,18

FREEHELIX,19 NGEOM,20,21 NUPARM,22,23 and
RNA,.24-26 is reported at the NDB Web site (see
below). Since the angular parameters differ by no



Table 1. Cartesian coordinates of non-hydrogen atoms in the standard reference frames of the ®ve common nitrogen-
ous bases

Atom Base x (AÊ ) y (AÊ ) z (AÊ )

Adenine
ATOM 1 C10 A ÿ2.479 5.346 0.000
ATOM 2 N9 A ÿ1.291 4.498 0.000
ATOM 3 C8 A 0.024 4.897 0.000
ATOM 4 N7 A 0.877 3.902 0.000
ATOM 5 C5 A 0.071 2.771 0.000
ATOM 6 C6 A 0.369 1.398 0.000
ATOM 7 N6 A 1.611 0.909 0.000
ATOM 8 N1 A ÿ0.668 0.532 0.000
ATOM 9 C2 A ÿ1.912 1.023 0.000
ATOM 10 N3 A ÿ2.320 2.290 0.000
ATOM 11 C4 A ÿ1.267 3.124 0.000

Cytosine
ATOM 1 C10 C ÿ2.477 5.402 0.000
ATOM 2 N1 C ÿ1.285 4.542 0.000
ATOM 3 C2 C ÿ1.472 3.158 0.000
ATOM 4 O2 C ÿ2.628 2.709 0.000
ATOM 5 N3 C ÿ0.391 2.344 0.000
ATOM 6 C4 C 0.837 2.868 0.000
ATOM 7 N4 C 1.875 2.027 0.000
ATOM 8 C5 C 1.056 4.275 0.000
ATOM 9 C6 C ÿ0.023 5.068 0.000

Guanine
ATOM 1 C10 G ÿ2.477 5.399 0.000
ATOM 2 N9 G ÿ1.289 4.551 0.000
ATOM 3 C8 G 0.023 4.962 0.000
ATOM 4 N7 G 0.870 3.969 0.000
ATOM 5 C5 G 0.071 2.833 0.000
ATOM 6 C6 G 0.424 1.460 0.000
ATOM 7 O6 G 1.554 0.955 0.000
ATOM 8 N1 G ÿ0.700 0.641 0.000
ATOM 9 C2 G ÿ1.999 1.087 0.000
ATOM 10 N2 G ÿ2.949 0.139 ÿ0.001
ATOM 11 N3 G ÿ2.342 2.364 0.001
ATOM 12 C4 G ÿ1.265 3.177 0.000

Thymine
ATOM 1 C10 T ÿ2.481 5.354 0.000
ATOM 2 N1 T ÿ1.284 4.500 0.000
ATOM 3 C2 T ÿ1.462 3.135 0.000
ATOM 4 O2 T ÿ2.562 2.608 0.000
ATOM 5 N3 T ÿ0.298 2.407 0.000
ATOM 6 C4 T 0.994 2.897 0.000
ATOM 7 O4 T 1.944 2.119 0.000
ATOM 8 C5 T 1.106 4.338 0.000
ATOM 9 C5M T 2.466 4.961 0.001
ATOM 10 C6 T ÿ0.024 5.057 0.000

Uracil
ATOM 1 C10 U ÿ2.481 5.354 0.000
ATOM 2 N1 U ÿ1.284 4.500 0.000
ATOM 3 C2 U ÿ1.462 3.131 0.000
ATOM 4 O2 U ÿ2.563 2.608 0.000
ATOM 5 N3 U ÿ0.302 2.397 0.000
ATOM 6 C4 U 0.989 2.884 0.000
ATOM 7 O4 U 1.935 2.094 ÿ0.001
ATOM 8 C5 U 1.089 4.311 0.000
ATOM 9 C6 U ÿ0.024 5.053 0.000

Standard chemical structures are taken from Clowney et al.5 Those data do not include C10 atoms, which are placed here in the
least-squares plane of the base atoms, with the purine C10-N9 bond length and C10-N9-C4 valence angle set to 1.46 AÊ and 126.5 �
and the pyrimidine C10-N1 bond and C10-N1-C2 angle to 1.47 AÊ and 118.1 �, respectively. These distances and angles are based on
the average glycosyl geometries of purines and pyrimidines in high-resolution crystal structures of nucleic acid analogs from the
CSD (J. Westbrook & H. M. Berman, unpublished results).
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more than 0.1 � and most distances by 0.02 AÊ or
less, the general trends in the Table can be used in
combination with the characteristic patterns of A
and B-DNA backbone and glycosyl torsion angles27
to classify local, right-handed, double-helical con-
formations.

The subtle mathematical differences among
nucleic acid analysis programs, however, become



Table 2. Comparative base-pair geometry of optimized coordinate frames and high resolution structural analogs

Base-paira Hydrogen-bond distances (AÊ ) Complementary base-pair parameters

dC10 � � �C10

(AÊ )
lY

(deg.)
lR

(deg.)
O2 � � �H-N2 N3 � � �H-N1 N4-H � � �O6 N3-H � � �N1 O4 � � �H-N6 Propeller

(deg.)
Buckle
(deg.)

Opening
(deg.)

Shear
(AÊ )

Stretch
(AÊ )

Stagger
(AÊ )

Ideal Models
C �G 10.8 54.2 54.5 2.87 3.00 3.00 - - 0 0 0 0 0 0
T �A 10.7 54.5 54.5 - - - 2.96 3.05 0 0 0 0 0 0
U �A 10.7 54.6 54.5 - - - 2.95 3.02 0 0 0 0 0 0

X-ray analogsb

G �C 10.7 55.4 53.6 2.80 2.94 2.98 - - ÿ5.4 ÿ2.3 1.2 0.13 ÿ0.07 0.10
G �C 10.7 55.9 52.7 2.79 2.92 2.92 - - ÿ0.9 1.0 ÿ0.1 0.30 ÿ0.12 ÿ0.07

Base-pair con®gurations sampled at 0.1 AÊ increments of dC10 � � �C10 between 9.5-11.5 AÊ and 0.1 � intervals in lY and lR between 50 � and 58 �, i.e. 21 � 81 � 81 � 137,781 states.
a Based on the survey of high-resolution crystal structures of nucleic acid analogs by Clowney et al.5 Values are unchanged in a survey of current structures.
b Average inter-base parameters of free C �G Watson-Crick base-paired co-crystal complexes.6,7
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Figure 2. Comparative analysis of local base-pair (left) and dimer step (right) parameters (see schematic insets for
de®nitions) of the DNA associated with the yeast TATA box-binding protein (TBP) in the 1.8 AÊ X-ray crystal complex
(NDB entry: pdt012).12 Parameters are calculated with the seven different analysis schemes within 3DNA (X.-J. Lu &
W. K. Olson, unpublished results) using the standard reference frame detailed in Tables 1 and 2. Agreement among
programs is evident from the superposition of open circles. Dotted line connects Rise values computed using the
Curves de®nition.18 Numerical values are tabulated in the Supplementary Material available from http://

ndbserver.rutgers.edu/NDB/archives/.
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critical in the construction of DNA models. See-
mingly minor numerical discrepancies can be mag-
ni®ed in polymeric chains28 and in knowledge-
based potentials29 derived from the ¯uctuations
and correlations of structural parameters. Duplex
models and simulations must accordingly be based
on the algorithm from which parameters are
derived.

Conformational classification

The average values of Roll, Twist, and Slide in
Table 3 con®rm conformational distinctions known
since the earliest studies of A and B-DNA crystal
structures.30,31 Namely, the transformation from B
to A-DNA tends to decrease Twist, increase Roll,
and reduce Slide. The standard deviations in
recently accumulated crystallographic data, how-
ever, show that only Slide retains the discriminat-
ing power anticipated previously. Values of Slide
below ÿ0.8 AÊ are typical of most A-DNA dimer
steps and those greater than ÿ0.8 AÊ are found in
the majority of B-forms. Slide is also more variable
in B-DNA than in A-DNA dimer steps. The
observed Twist and Roll angles, by contrast, show
signi®cant overlaps over a broad range of values.
Speci®cally, Twist angles between 20 � and 40 � and
Roll angles between 0 � and 15 � are found in both
A and B-DNA structures. The values of Twist and
Roll are coupled with changes in Slide, so that con-
formational assignments should be made in the
context of all three parameters.29

The three remaining step parameters and the
six complementary base-pair parameters are
unaffected by helical conformation. The mean
values and scatter of these values are roughly
equivalent in high-resolution A and B-DNA struc-
tures (Table 3). The constraints of hydrogen bond-
ing presumably give rise to the more limited
variations in Opening and Stretch compared to
other complementary base-pair angles and dis-
tances. Buckle, while ®xed, on average, at zero,
shows more pronounced ¯uctuations than Propel-
ler, which is decidedly perturbed from ideal, i.e.
0 �, planar geometry in all double-helical struc-
tures.

Helical parameters

Parameters relating consecutive residues with
respect to a local helical axis can be computed
using CompDNA,15,16 NUPARM,22,23 RNA,24-26 and
3DNA (X.-J. Lu & W. K. Olson, unpublished
results), or in terms of a global axis with CEHS,13



Table 3. Average values and dispersion of base-pair parameters in high resolution A and B-DNA crystal structures

Parameter Symbola A-DNA B-DNA

Complementary base-pair parameters
Buckle (deg.) k ÿ0.1 (7.8) 0.5 (6.7)

Propeller (deg.) p ÿ11.8 (4.1) ÿ11.4 (5.3)

Opening (deg.) s 0.6 (2.8) 0.6 (3.1)

Shear (AÊ ) Sx 0.01 (0.23) 0.00 (0.21)

Stretch (AÊ ) Sy ÿ0.18 (0.10) ÿ0.15 (0.12)

Stagger (AÊ ) Sz 0.02 (0.25) 0.09 (0.19)

Base-pair step parameters
Tilt (deg.) t 0.1 (2.8) ÿ0.1 (2.5)

Roll (deg.) r 8.0 (3.9) 0.6 (5.2)

Twist (deg.) o 31.1 (3.7) 36.0 (6.8)

Shift (AÊ ) Dx 0.00 (0.54) ÿ0.02 (0.45)

Slide (AÊ ) Dy ÿ1.53 (0.34) 0.23 (0.81)

Rise (AÊ ) Dz 3.32 (0.20) 3.32 (0.19)

Local helical parameters
Inclination (deg.) Z 14.7 (7.3) 2.1 (9.2)

Tip (deg.) y ÿ0.1 (5.2) 0.0 (4.3)

Helical twist (deg.) 
h 32.5 (3.8) 36.5 (6.6)

x-displacement (AÊ ) dx ÿ4.17 (1.22) 0.05 (1.28)

y-displacement (AÊ ) dy 0.01 (0.89) 0.02 (0.87)

Helical rise (AÊ ) h 2.83 (0.36) 3.29 (0.21)

Data are based on the analysis within 3DNA (X.-J. Lu & W. K. Olson, unpublished results) of base-pairs and dimer steps in the fol-
lowing A and B-DNA crystal structures of 2.0 AÊ or better resolution without chemical modi®cation, mismatches, drugs or proteins
from the Nucleic Acid Database:4 ad0002 (two molecules), ad0003, ad0004, adh008, adh010, adh0102, adh0103, adh0104,
adh0105, adh014, adh026, adh027, adh029, adh033, adh034, adh038, adh039, adh047, adh070, adh078, adj0102,
adj0103, adj0112, adj0113, adj022, adj049, adj050, adj051, adj065, adj066, adj067, adj075, bd0001, bd0005,
bd0006, bd0014, bd0016, bd0018, bd0019, bdj017, bdj019, bdj025, bdj031, bdj036, bdj037, bdj051, bdj052, bdj060,
bdj061, bdj081, bdl001, bdl005, bdl020, bdl084. Mean values and standard deviations (values in parentheses) exclude term-
inal dimer units, which may adopt alternate conformations. All calculations were performed with respect to the standard reference
frame given in Tables 1 and 2. See the following URL for complete sequences and literature citations: http://ndbserver.
rutgers.edu/NDB/archives/.

a Symbols follow guidelines established in conjunction with the conceptual framework used to de®ne base-pair geometry2 and
subsequently modi®ed by the IUPAC/IUB.35 The symbols for helical twist and helical rise are those used by Gorin et al.15
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(as implemented in the SCHNAaP software
package14) NEWHELIX,32 and Curves.17,18 These
angles and distances depend on how the helical
axis is de®ned, particularly in deformed segments
of the double-helical structure.33 The local helical
parameters of high-resolution A and B-DNA struc-
tures in Table 3 complement the dimeric descrip-
tions of these structures. The x-displacement shares
the same discriminating power as Slide in differen-
tiating A-DNA from B-DNA, as anticipated from
model building,31 whereas Inclination and Helical
Twist span overlapping ranges of values. The
different mathematical de®nitions of local helical
parameters yield numerical similarities equivalent
to those found with dimer step parameters. Global
helical parameters, which re¯ect a best-®t linear or
overall curved molecular axis, are not necessarily
comparable with these values (data not shown).

Intrinsic correlations

As is well known,1,25 dimer step parameters
depend on the choice of base-pair reference frame
and can be perturbed signi®cantly by distortions of
complementary base-pair geometry. The base-pair
reference frame in most nucleic acid analysis pro-
grams is an intermediate between the coordinate
frames of the constituent bases.33 The origin of this
``middle frame'' is shifted by signi®cant distortions
in Buckle and Opening, while the long y-axis is
rotated by perturbations of base-pair Shear and
Stagger (Figure 3). These changes, in turn, in¯u-
ence the step parameters describing the orientation
and positions of neighboring base-pairs.

The effects of complementary base-pair defor-
mations on dimer step parameters are most pro-
nounced when perturbations of the same type, but
of the opposite sense, occur in successive residues,
i.e. Buckle, Opening, Shear, or Stagger is negative
at base-pair i and positive at base-pair i � 1 or vice
versa. For example, a large negative difference
in the buckle of consecutive base-pairs,
�Buckle � Buckle(i � 1) ÿ Buckle(i), sometimes
called Cup,34 adds to the computed base-pair Rise
of ``extreme'' dimer steps of high-resolution A and
B-DNA crystal structures (Figure 3). Similarly, a
large positive value of �Opening increases Shift,
while large negative values of �Stagger and large
positive values of �Shear enhance Tilt and Twist,
respectively. Conversely, Rise, Shift, Tilt, and Twist
can be depressed by large ��Buckle, ÿ�Opening,
��Stagger, and ÿ�Shear, respectively (Figure 3).
On the other hand, Roll and Slide are not appreci-
ably in¯uenced by base-pair deformations.

Thus, extreme values of base-pair step par-
ameters may simply re¯ect distorted or altered, i.e.



Figure 3. Illustrations and scatter
plots of the intrinsic correlations of
A and B-DNA base-pair and dimer
step parameters associated with the
standard reference frame. Large
distortions of Buckle and Opening
move the origin (*) of the base-
pair reference frame, while signi®-
cant changes in Shear and Stagger
reposition the long y-axis ( ) of
the base-pair frame, leading to the
changes in dimer step parameters.
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non-Watson-Crick, base-pairing schemes. As a
result, the computed Rise of a buckled dimer step
with a partially intercalated amino acid side-chain
in a protein-DNA complex such as TBP-DNA12

may approach the base-pair separation found at a
planar, fully drug-intercalated step. The dispersion
of step parameters is similarly in¯uenced by
occasional deformations of complementary base-
pair geometry. That is, Rise, Shift, Tilt, and Twist
may appear intrinsically ¯exible in sets of struc-
tures with distorted base-pairing.

Non-Watson-Crick base-pairs

Direct application of the proposed reference
frame to the analysis of non-Watson-Crick base-
pairs yields numerical parameters characteristic of
the particular hydrogen-bonding scheme. For
example, `wobble' G �T and A��C base-pairs are
`sheared' �2 AÊ relative to the Watson-Crick con-
®guration, the displacement being positive for the
Y �R pair and negative for the R �Y association.
These large displacements, in turn, affect Twist
along the lines described in Figure 3. For example,
the G �T mismatches in the d(CGCGAATTTGCG)2

duplex structure (NDB entry: bd1009)36 introduce
�15 � under- and overtwisting in the associated
CG and GA dimer steps since Shear is negative at
the former step and positive at the latter step. The
same principles apply in RNA structures where the
G �U wobble assumes an important role.37 On the
other hand, Twist can be constrained to typical A
or B-like values by proper choice of an intrinsic
`wobble' base-pair frame.26 The latter approach
necessitates a carefully chosen frame for each
mode of base-pairing. In the future, it may be
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necessary to de®ne standards for common non-
Watson-Crick base-pairing schemes.

Protein-DNA interactions

Characterizing the geometry of nucleic acids
interacting with proteins, obviously, brings up a
whole new host of geometrical issues. However,
the standard description of base-pair geometry
described here can be carried over, to a large
degree, to this problem, and many of the geometri-
cal issues involved in describing the protein are
somewhat simpler than for the DNA, e.g. the
description of helical geometry for an a-helix versus
that for the DNA double helix.

A copy of this report is archived at the NDB
Web site at http://ndbserver.rutgers.edu/
NDB/archives/. Supplementary information is
also available at this site, including Cartesian coor-
dinates of non-hydrogen atoms in the standard
reference frames of the ®ve common nitrogenous
bases; schematic representation of base-pair, dimer
step, and helical parameters; comparative analysis
of complementary base-pair and dimer step par-
ameters in the DNA-TBP crystal complex (NDB
entry: pdt012);12 average values and dispersion of
A and B-DNA complementary base-pair and dimer
step parameters computed with representative
nucleic acid analysis programs and the proposed
standard reference frame; and intrinsic correlations
of complementary base-pair and dimer step
parameters.
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bruÈ ck-Centrum), M. Suzuki (AIST-NIBHT Structural
Biology Centre), C.-S. Tung (Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory), E. Westhof (Strasbourg), and C. Wolberger
(Johns Hopkins University). Comments may be sent to
any member of the panel, or to the convenor of the
panel, H.M. Berman (berman@rcsb.rutgers.edu; Depart-
ment of Chemistry, Rutgers, the State University of New
Jersey, 610 Taylor Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854-8087
USA).
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